
"Blessed are the pure in heart because they will see God" (Matthew 5: 8) 
 
ESMERALDA A PRECIOUS STONE 

 
About two years ago, I met a family, consisting of a 5-year-old 
boy called Andre; scared, shy, introverted, had no friends; the 
only friend was his dog "smiles" and his mother Esmeralda.  
 
She is a woman of ab out 35 years, her figure is thin and her 
face conveyed sadness, her gestures asked for help, she was 
born deaf mute and the left side of her body is paralyzed, the 
child is the fruit of rape !!!!! 
I remember that I immediately asked FEDICE for help to 
present the case of Esmeralda and Andre, and we put "Hands 
on work", no matter the adversities that we encounter on the 
way to help this family have a decent life, that life that Jesus 
Christ offers us, urgent priority a house.  

 
I remember that with the FEDICE group we went up to the place, in the middle of mud, as it had 
rained and the car stayed down, holding us together so as not to fall or slip, "together to help" 
because the need and help go from hand. 
 
 
In that unit is not only the church and FEDICE is 
all the people, churches, institutions that we do 
not see, but also we feel them in our hearts, in 
every smile from Esmeralda and Andre.  
 
Esmeralda does not speak, but her expressions 
of affection do not need any words, her smiling 
face tells us she is very grateful for the help she 
has received.  
She is now part of the team working in the 
church, she is the one who puts the atmosphere 
full of joy!!!!! 

 
I cannot finish this story without first thanking the Holy Spirit for making you and us sensitive, 
because without your help we could not present Jesus Christ in a practical way. 
 

I started this story with a verse from the 
sermon on the mountain and I want to end 
with another "Blessed are the 
compassionate because God will have 
compassion on them" 
 
May Almighty God bless their lives, thank 
you very much for your help. 
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